Introduction 1
Social media provide a wealth of information that reveals insights into 2 current affairs and ongoing events [11, 1] . A careful exploitation of this situations like these, where access to timely information is key, an ability to 8 process social media in a real-time fashion becomes an important require-9 ment [15, 17] . This presents new challenging issues for the research com-10 munity in order to quickly make sense of torrential social streams as they 11 come out, and to make the most from the fresh knowledge available from 12 these streams. This special issue brings together contributions that report 13 on novel techniques and applications that make the most of the information 14 gathered from social media in a (near) real-time fashion. trend is yet to be observed; or collecting time-aware relevance judgments 27 for information whose relevance drops or whose validity expires over time.
28
This special issue was edited to further research in this direction, by putting 29 together state-of-the-art methods for real-time social media mining. 
Papers in the Special Issue

31
For this special issue, we received 20 articles -excluding desk rejects.
32
As a result of the review process, 6 papers were selected for inclusion in the The paper also provides an introduction discussion into basic concepts about 47 social networks to facilitate reading of the existing methods. The ultimate goal of this classifier is to provide a basis from which to kill 72 the connection to the server before an attack has completed and proactively 73 blocking and preventing an attack, rather than reacting and repairing at a 74 later date. 
